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Post War to Pre War FM Band Receiving Converter 
A unique " bilateral" mixer design 

By Andrew Mitz 
Copyright © 1999 Andrew M itz 

A Matter of Taste 
Charlie Rhodes' power supply article ("Regulated Power Supplies for Old Battery Radios" Radio Age, 
Vol. 24, Number 5) got me thinking. For those of you who missed his article, Charlie described a power 
supply design that uses a mix of modern day semiconductors and vacuum tubes. His motivation was 
listening to an "oldies" station on a 1920's AM radio. Charlie's listens to WWDC AM. My favorite 
radio station is WWDC FM, which plays modern rock. In collecting each of us has his own tastes. I 
eschew oldies radio stations and using vacuum tubes in new designs; whereas these suit Charlie just fine. 
My taste is FM, solid state, and rock music. Accordingly, this article presents a design for listening to 
present day FM stations on a prewar FM set based on a MOSFET transistor and a TTL (transistor-
transistor logic) packaged oscillator. Someone else might have done it with vacuum tubes, but this 
design suits me fine. It is all a matter of taste. 

Problem 
My FM radio station of choice is at 101.1 MHz. I specialize in FM only radios, so listening to this 
station is no problem on most of my sets. But prior to WWII, the FM radio band covered 42 to 50 MHz. 
These prewar FM radios are nearly useless. Turn one on and most likely you will hear nothing. You can 
receive old cordless phones and some baby monitors, if you don't mind reduced volume. The prewar 
sets are wide band FM. The narrow band consumer devices don't climb very far up the detector's slope, 
so the audio level is low. Moreover, after a few cheap party thrills the fun of listening to the cordless 
telephone wears off and you are stuck with finding some other use for the set. Converters to bring 
prewar FM onto the modern FM band (88 to 108 MHz) were manufactured by Hallicrafters late in the 
1940s. I don't know of any others, and I am still hunting for a Hallicrafters CN-3 or CN-5 for my own 
collection. I haven't even found one for the purpose of photographing it to adorn my web page 
(www.somersetnet/arm/fm_only.html). I was contacted by one person with a CN-1, a converter that fits 
inside a console and steals power from the audio output tube. Apparently his works pretty well. But I 
digress. The point is that commercial converters are hard to find. So early in my quest I realized that a 
home brew converter was my only real hope for grooving to Grunge Rock on a Stromberg Carlson 505H. 

Solution Space 
I did not even consider using vacuum tubes for this design. Rather, I began by considering a number of 

discrete component and integrated circuit frequency mixing schemes. A 3N204 dual insulated gate 
CMOS transistor seemed a reasonable start. This low cost transistor runs off a 9-volt battery, has low 
noise, good conversion gain, is easily biased, and was in my spare parts collection. Similar transistors, 
like the 40673, will also work. The local oscillator design was a bit more tricky. The prewar band is 8 
MHz wide and the modern FM band is 20 MHz wide. I considered an L-C oscillator with a variable 
capacitor or inductor to help cover all 20 MHz. That is how the Hallicrafters works. However, I did not 
want any headaches with frequency stability. Another thought was to use a couple of different crystals 
from my extensive quartz collection, but my intention was also to provide a design that others could 

easily duplicate. 

I started a quest for the right crystal. The microprocessor crystal section of numerous electric parts 
catalogs provided interesting bathroom reading for a day or two. The reading proved fertile ground for 
selecting the local oscillator source: a 28.322-MHz TTL oscillator. A TTL oscillator generates a stable 
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square wave rich in harmonics. It has only 3 pins: power (5v), ground, and output. It is in a silver 
package that plugs into a 14-pin integrated circuit socket. What could be easier? The second and fifth 

harmonics of this oscillator were reasonable mixer local oscillator injection frequencies. The design was 
afoot. 

You take the High Road, I'll take the Low Road 
When it comes to mixing, the first question is whether to use high side or low side local oscillator 
injection. With high side injection the local oscillator is higher in frequency than the signal you wish to 

receive. The received signal frequency is subtracted from the local oscillator frequency to give you an 

intermediate frequency (IF). In my case, the prewar FM band is the intermediate frequency. High side 
injection with the TTL oscillator would be at the fifth harmonic ( 141.61 MHz). With the FM radio able 

to hear 42 to 50 MHz, the mixer would provide an 8-MHz segment of the modern FM band from 91.61 
MHz to 99.61 MHz: 

Local 
Oscillator 

± IF 
(Prewar FM band) 

= 8-MHz segment of 
Modern FM band 

141.61 - 42 ( low end) = 99.61 
141.61 - 50 (high end) = 91.61 

One disadvantage with this scheme is that the low and high frequency ends of the band are reversed. 

More importantly, this range misses my desired station at 101.1 MHz. Forget high side! Low side 
injection places the local oscillator signal below the signal you wish to receive. The received signal 
frequency adds to the local oscillator frequency to produce a copy of the signal at the IF frequency. The 

second harmonic of the TTL oscillator is at 56.644 MHz. Taking advantage of this second harmonic: 

Local 
Oscillator 

± IF 

(Prewar FM band) 
8 MHz segment of 
Modern FM band 

56.644 + 42 ( low end) = 98.644 
56.644 + 50 (high end) = 106.644 

Low side injections gives more promising results. The receiver would hear from 98.644 MHz to 106.644 

MHz. This range includes my favorite station, so low side seems to be the solution. Right? Maybe not. 

Why not use both low and high side injection? If we mix with both signals we get an interesting effect. 

AM radio people would never try this trick. Heterodyning of AM signals gives annoying beats during 
AM detection. FM is quite different. When two FM stations overlap, the slope detector tends to follow 

only the stronger of the two stations. This FM "capture" effect means that there is one clear winner. 
Using the capture effect to our advantage, we can inject both the second and the fifth harmonics and get 
both regions of the modern FM band. Figure 1 shows the complex mapping of the modern FM band onto 

the prewar band for each. The result allows us to receive stations from 91.61 MHz to 106.644 MHz. 
Thus, "bilateral mixing" yields 15-MHz coverage without requiring multiple crystals or a VFO. The 
band maps a bit funny and the scheme can occlude weak stations that overlap with stronger ones. My 
target station has a big transmitter, so I'm in Fat City. 

If you are an astute mathematician, you may have noticed the theoretical flaw in this design. Fourier 

analysis shows that a square wave has only odd harmonics. Where can the second harmonic come from? 
The answer is in the details of the design. A little capacitance and resistance in the output of the square 

wave oscillator will make the square wave asymmetric enough to provide a reasonably strong second 
harmonic, as well as the already powerful odd harmonics, including the wanted fifth.. 
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Low side 

Figure I. Diagram showing how segments of the modern FM band (88 to 108 MHz) map onto the prewar FM band 
(42 to 50 MHz) with both high side (upper scale) and low side ( lower scale) injection of the local oscillator. 

The Details 
The schematic, Fig. 2, shows my implementation. The TTL oscillator (OSC I) and the MOSFET (Q1) do 
most of the work. A few tuned circuits and a zener diode are all that are necessary to complete the 

design. MOSFET transistors have many of the characteristics of vacuum tubes. Ql has two gates, GI 
and G2, that act like control grids. The source ( S) acts like the cathode; the drain (D) acts like the plate. 
In this converter design GI is biased at ground potential through T2. G2 is held above ground by the 

voltage drop across R4 (via R3). 

Q I operates as a mixer. G1 gets the modern FM band signal from the antenna by way of a tuned circuit 

(T2 and C11), centered at 101.1 MHz (of course). G2 gets the local oscillator signal. The drain lead of 
Q1 has the output (IF) tank circuit (T1 and C3) centered at 46 MHz, the middle of the prewar FM band. 

Two local oscillator signals are derived from OSC1. OSC1 drives LI and C9, a series tuned circuit to 
trap the unwanted third harmonic of the oscillator near 85 MHz. L2 and C6 are tuned to the fifth 
harmonic of the oscillator ( 141.61 MHz) to enhance it. C6 also unbalances the square wave enough to 
produce the wanted second harmonic at 56.644 MHz. The local oscillator signals are capacitively 

coupled to G2 of Q1. If we did not want the second harmonic for mixing, G2 could have been 
inductively coupled to L2. T1 of the tank circuit has a 4-turn link coupling to provide a connection with 

the prewar set. 

All the coils except LI were wound on whatever miniature coil forms were laying around. Li was air 
wound. If you don't have a collection of coils laying around, try some stock Toko coils from Digi-Key 
(1-800-344-4539 or www.digikey.com). I tuned each coil/capacitor to its target frequency with a grid 
dip oscillator before connecting it to the circuit. I then used the grid dip oscillator near Q I as a passive 

wave meter to adjust the 85 MHz trap for minimum signal at that frequency. 

Q1 tolerates nine to twelve volts without difficulty. OSC1, like all good TTL circuits, requires 5 volts. 
R2 and D1 keep the oscillator humming happily at 5 volts regardless of the input voltage. DI could be 

removed if you always operate from the same voltage and choose R2 to maintain a 5-volt drop across 

OSC1. OSC1 draws nearly all the current of the circuit, about 35 ma. A healthy sprinkling of .001-µf 
capacitors provides bypassing for the power connections. 

Construction 
Most of my solid state projects have been built with surface mount or through-hole construction using 

standard circuit boards. In the case of this receiving converter, I chose the method shown in the 
photograph (Figure 3). This method employs copper clad circuit board for shielding. One large piece of 

board was used as the main board. I cut up other pieces for the partitions. The partitions were mounted 
by forming a solder seam between each partition and the main board. 
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Looking at the photograph, the rectangular component on the far right is OSC1. Adjacent to the 
oscillator section is the filter section. It houses the 85-MHz trap and the 141-MHz tuned circuit. Well, 
not entirely; C6 fit more easily in the mixer section, so I put it there. Q I sits upside down in the mixer 
compartment with each of its four leads attached to standoffs. The input and output tuned circuits each 
have their own cordoned-off sections. Connections between sections are made through holes in the 

partitions. The input BNC connector is held to the copper clad surface with a seam of solder much like 
the partitions; the output BNC is soldered to a standoff. The power leads are connected to a 9-volt 

battery through a tiny slide switch. The battery is spot soldered to the circuit board to hold it in place. 

Performance 
With just a short piece of wire connected to the converter and a scrap piece of coax cable going to the 
Stromberg Carlson 505H, stations came roaring in the first time I fired up the converter. Sensitivity 

improved with a little tweaking of the input and output tuned circuits. It brings a big smile to hear this 
old prewar set come alive with broadcast stations! 

oscillator 

mixer section 

Figure 3. Photograph of con\ erter prototype. Main board and shields are fabricated from copper clad 
circuit board stock. 

Your Turn 
I teased Charlie Rhodes a bit at the beginning of this article, but the real take-home message is that as 
collectors, our personal histories are as diverse as the histories of the items we collect. My tastes in 
collecting and design have brought me to a place quite different from Charlie's. As a young ham radio 
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operator I could not afford the really nice equipment, so I learned to convert war surplus, restore old 
equipment, and to design and build my own. By the time I entered engineering school vacuum tubes had 
been relegated to the appendix in most text books. My introduction to radio restoration did not begin 
until many years later, and started with the overhaul of a 20-tube PhiIco from my grandfather's estate. 

Rock music, and the image of a Granco 601U sitting in my mother's kitchen, brought me to my current 
passion for FM only radios. Who else can claim these roots? These historical vagaries have shaped my 
collecting style. 

Your style differs for its own reasons. Each of us brings a unique point of view and expertise to radio 
collecting. Collecting benefits from this diversity. I challenge each collector out there to examine his 
own interests, see what you have to offer, and share your tastes here in Radio Age. This is my first 
article on radio collecting. Now it is time for yours. 

Acknowledgments: Special thanks to Frank Putnam, Dan Cohen, and Roy Morgan for critiquing early 
drafts, and to Ravi Goonasekeram for his scholarly theoretical insights. 

PICNIC DATE SET!! 
October 3rd is the day! 

Be sure to mark this date on your calendar: 
Sunday, October 3rd, 1999. The festivities 

start around 10:00 a.m. Location is as last 
year, Arcadia Fire Company's fairgrounds 
in Arcadia, MD. Sandwiches, barbeque, 
beans, salads, and drinks will be available 
from a vendor on site. (And this year, real 

Johnnys-on-the-spot!). Where is Arcadia, 
you ask? Well, it's a little village on MD 

route 30 (a north-south road about six 
miles west of the Baltimore Beltway), 
between Reisterstown and the Pennsyl-
vania border, about six miles north of 
Reisterstown. 

Bring your radio gear to trade, sell, or 
show off, and bring deep pockets for the 

nice radios you discover at the picnic. And 

plan for the big auction, which will start at 
11:30 a.m. There will be some nice pieces 
this year, as several members have pledged 
to bring fine sets expressly for the auction. 
Best of all: admission price, zero dollars 

and zero cents. See the map here, and 

follow the signs, once you get in the 

vicinity: 
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The Marblette Corporation and Radio Cabinets 
by Ed Lyon 

During the late 1930s, three manufacturers of cast phenolic plastics, Fiberloid, Bakelite, and Catalin, 
competed against each other for the sometimes dubious honor of producing the most attractive radio 
cabinets. The Marblette Corporation struggled in the same business, producing cast phenolic jewelry, 
cutlery handles, umbrella handles, and other household items, and always bidding for the radio cabinet 
business. They succeeded in making only two radio cabinet castings, used in three Emerson models.. 

On leafing through old issues of trade journals 
like Modern Plastics from, say, 1938 to 1946, 

a reader is struck by the colorful advertising by one 
or two manufacturers of urea plastics (Plaskon and 
Beetle) and three makers of cast phenolics 
(Catalin, Bakelite, and Marblette). All these 
materials are what are termed thermosetting 
plastics, meaning that they do not significantly 
soften upon being heated. In this respect they are 
contrasted with thgermoplastic materials, like 

polystyrene, PVC, and other modern plastics, 
which can be melted by the application of heat. 
Thermosetting plastics like phenolics are harder, 
stronger, and more suitable for vintage radio 
cabinets than are the thermoplastics, owing to the 
heat dissipation expected to be present in the 
cabinet. 

In those journals, ads placed by most thermo-
setting plastics manufacturers, like Durez, 
American Phenolic, and Bakelite, featured brown, 
black, or other dark-colored products, all made by 
compression-molding processes. These products 
all begin with phenolic resin powder blended with 
coloring agents and fillers, also in powder form. 
The big selling point stressed in advertisements of 
Bakelite or Durez compression-molded pot 
handles, for instance, would be the strength, 
comfortable grip, heat tolerance, and resistance to 
water, cooking residues, and the like. 

On the other hand, ads featuring cast phenolic 
products were invariably in bright colors and 
stressed the beauty and gem-like qualities of the 
product, rarely mentioning the strength, hardness, 
or resistance to acids, oils, or other chemicals. Yet 
many cast phenolic products were in use in the 
food processing industries, in the form of ball 
valves, tubing, mixing chambers, or paddles, and 
cast phenolic handles had been used for years on 
industrial and construction machinery controls. 
Even in ads featuring cast phenolic billiard balls, it 

was the strikingly attractive color that was pushed, 
rather than the uniform density, strength, hardness, 
and elasticity which made these balls respond to 
the expert pool-shooter's sharp skills. 

Of all the cast phenolic manufacturers, the Catalin 
Corporation probably engaged in the most 
ambitious fabricating adventures, pioneering the 
notion of multi-layer castings (where each layer is 
of a different color resin) for cutlery handles, 
stained-edge effects (to simulate stag-horn, for 
example), and the use of steel inserts to provide for 
voids in cast products. To balance this little bit of 
innovative daring, the Catalin engineers conserva-
tively reduced the number of coloring dyes in their 
inventory to twenty, convinced that all other 
dyestuffs available were unstable in the harsh 
environment present as the product is cured in the 
ovens. Catalin was rewarded by securing the 
contracts to build cabinets for essentially all Fada 
and Garod cast phenolic radios, as well as several 
others, like the GE L570 and all RCA Catalins 
except the Little Nipper II. One color that Catalin 
never advertised strongly was yellow, so that their 
Tom Thumb radio cabinets in "virgin gold" were 
the only yellow radios made. Their engineers were 
never convinced that yellows could be made stable 
enough to withstand the effects of ultraviolet 
radiation. 

By way of contrast, the Bakelite Corporation 
claimed, in their trade journal ads, that their 
Bakelite Cast Resin could be made in "thousands 
of colors," but they were not adventuresome in the 
variety of shapes they were willing to tackle. In 
fact, Bakelite's choice of colorants for their cast 
phenolic was identical to Catalin's — they simply 
had more shades advertised, and they achieved the 
variations simply through adjustments in color 
saturation. Nevertheless, when RCA's Little 
Nipper Division went to Bakelite with the order for 
Little Nipper II cabinets, only two colors were 
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produced, Brazilian (greenish) Onyx and Arizona 
(ivory) Cream Onyx. Each of these colors required 
a nearly clear resin mix, as well, used as a mottle 
(or swirl). 

But a radio company that built some of the most 

interesting radios in cast phenolic cabinets was 
Emerson. This company shunned the "big guys" in 

the cast phenolic business, always trying to get a 
bit more for the money by working with "also ran" 
plastics outfits. For their first cast phenolic radios, 
the 1937 Models AU- 190 and AX-235, Emerson 
gradually came to understand that it wasn't the 
basic plastics manufacturer that was the cost driver 
in radio cabinet production, but the plastics 
finishing company, especially if the cabinets were 

to be more than plain flat-faced boxes. Emerson 
talked to Catalin about the AU- 190 in early 1937, 
but then awarded the contract to Fiberloid 
Corporation, a smaller cast phenolics maker who 

offered a sweeter sounding deal. Both Catalin and 
Fiberloid (the latter staffed by former Catalin 
employees) relied on Plastic Turning Company, 

Leominster, Mass., for the finish work, and here 
Catalin got the better prices, owing to their larger 
volume of plastics production and finishing. Thus 
the amount Emerson actually saved by going with 
Fiberloid was essentially nil. 

Fiberloid's cast phenolic plastics had color 

limitations similar to Catalin's. This is not 

surprising, since Fiberloid employed ex-Catalin 

chemists and engineers. The first runs of AU- 190 

cabinets were produced in the usual Catalin-type 
colors: lapis lazuli (mottled blue), mottled red, 
alabaster, onyx, and a mottled walnut. 

Almost immediately after production of the 
cabinets got established at Fiberloid (and the 
cabinet finishing, at Plastic Turning Company), the 
Fiberloid outfit went belly-up, primarily because 

the bulk of cast phenolic sales, for toiletries, 
buttons, and kitchenware, was going to Catalin. 

But there was some bad blood between Catalin and 

Fiberloid, so Catalin did not run to the rescue of 

their competitor as he bobbed to the surface for the 

third time. Instead, Monsanto stepped in, and 
managed the company for the rest of the initial 
production of AU- 190 Emerson cathedrals. When 
it came time for the production of the later BT-245 
cathedral, Emerson got their hands on the steel 

arbor used to make the AU- 190 lead molds, giving 
Emerson the privilege of selecting any cast 
phenolics company to finish the AU- 190 and 
follow-on BT-245 production. Monsanto, the new 
owner of Fiberloid, had a Lexus mentality, and did 
not believe in haggling, so Emerson broke off with 
them, and took the order, and the arbor, to the 

Marblette Corporation, another "also-ran" in the 
cast phenolic business, who was struggling to keep 
up with Catalin, at least in the advertising field. 
Marblette ads often boasted "thousands of colors," 
probably actually meaning that there were thous-
ands of shades of some 20 colors. 

Marblette proceeded to make BT-245 cabinets, 
throwing in some AU- 190 cabinets (probably 
needed as dealer replacements) as well. Of course, 

to Marblette, these were the same cabinet; it was 
up to Plastic Turning Company to make the 
difference. The BT-245 was heavily ground down 
on the front surface, with only general rounding of 

the front corners. The AU- 190 had a stepped-

thickness front, with the center section thicker, 
embracing the speaker slots, with more gently 

rounded front corners. The BT-245 would get 
cellulose acetate louvers and knobs, while the AU-
190 would sport cast phenolic knobs and a special 
grille-cloth. Marblette experimented with some 

strange colors during these production runs. They 
increased (maybe by accident) the violet content of 

lapis lazuli, coming up with deeper blues than ever 

before at Fiberloid or Monsanto. Their mottled 
red, in some batches, was too thoroughly mixed, 

producing a non-mottled light tomato red. 

Emerson was pleased with Marblette's efforts, and 

gave that company their order (and the steel arbor) 
for the BM-257, nowadays called the "Big 
Miracle." Both the AU-190/BT-245 arbor and that 
for the BM-257 were made for Fiberloid by 
LeCour, a machining works I believe to have been 
in Minneapolis. These arbors have extremely low 
"draw relief," or thickness taper, meaning that the 

cabinet wall thickness is not remarkably different 
from the front to the rear of the cabinet. Not only 

does this make removal of the arbor from the lead 
mold difficult, but it makes removal of the cured 

cabinet from the lead mold equally hard. 

Plastic Turning Company, who did the initial-run 
finish (machining and polishing) work on these 
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cabinets, liked to get them from the casting 
company (FiberIon, Monsanto, or Marblette) 
slightly undercured, such that the phenolic was a 
tad soft and easy to machine. They returned the 
partially finished (machined but not yet polished) 
cabinets to an oven for eight more hours of curing 
before final polishing of the rock-hard cast 
phenolic. The final 1938 runs in all three radios, 
AU- 190 replacement cabinets, BT-245 cabinets, 
and BM-257 cabinets, were completely manu-
factured at Marblette, including machining and 
polishing. This move, away from Plastic Turning 
as a subcontractor, was a cost-cutting effort, but it 
further aggravated the competitive hard feelings 
between Catalin Corporation, who stuck with 
Plastic Turning, and Marblette. 

And, true to Marblette's advertising, these two 
Emerson radio cabinets (three, if you consider the 
AU- 190 to be separate from the BT-245) are found 
in more different colors than any radio in true 
Catalin. It is not certain that all these colors were 
intentional; they migh have resulted simply from 
poor process control at Marblette. The only other 
radio cabinet found in more different colors might 
be the International Clockette, which was also 
initially made by Fiberloid. It is entirely possible 
that the Clockette cabinets produced after the 
initial production, such as those made for dealer-

replacement purposes, were also made by 
Marblette. Such a turn of events would not be 
surprising, as Marblette often resorted to "picking 
up the crumbs." 

But the only cabinets known for certain to have 
been made by Marblette were the Emersons: the 
two tombstones and the ' Big Miracle." Despite 
this failure to secure a fair proportion of the radio 
business, Marblette went on to survive the 1950s, 
on the way, buying the Catalin Corporation assets 
upon their 1953 failure and struggling for twenty 
more years, before finally going on the auction 
block in 1973. During those twenty years, 
Marblette made a few clock cabinets, barometer 
housings, and radio cabinets using lead molds 
made from dipping arbors of the old Catalin and 
Fiberloid Corporations. Fig. 2 shows one of these, 
a lapis lazuli (mottled blue) Emerson tombstone 
"in the rough," with the front face unfinished. 
Here's an opportunity for someone with 
considerable skill and patience to make either an 
AU- 190 or BT-245 in blue, depending on which 
chassis that person has. 

The figures here show ( 1) the Marblette factory, 
(2) the LeCour-made steel arbor for the AU- 190, 
and (3) a lead mold for the AU- 190, found in the 
Marblette factory residue in the 1970s. 

Figure 1. The Marblette factory in Long Island City, NY, in 1950. 
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Figure 2. AU-190 steel dipping arbor 

The AU- 190 (or 13T-245) cabinets that Marblette 

workers tried to make in the early 1970s all had 
full bottoms, without the cooling cutout that is 

usually found in that radio. The arbor has no such 
cutout, and it is apparent that a steel filler was used 
to create the void in the bottom of most AU- 190 
cabinets. The later "Big Miracle" arbor does have 
the cutout as a permanent part of the arbor, making 
the manual placement of a filler unnecessary. 
Plastic Turning also had a punch press which could 

cut out the needed bottom vent if the cabinet blank 
supplied from Fiberlaid or Marblette was under-

cured and a bit leathery. The lead molds found in 

the Marblette factory residue had been poorly 

Figure 3. Lead mold for AU- 190 cabinet. 

stored, and were jammed with dirt and sand, leav-
ing them unsuitable for use as radio cabinet molds. 

Notice the series of pins or posts surrounding the 
cabinet, proper, in the arbor in Fig. 2, and the 
resulting holes in the lead mold in Fig. 3. I 
wondered what these were for, until I realized that 
they facilitated the spreading of the lead mold for 
removal from the cured cabinet. Marblette 
workers in the 70s apparently didn't realize this, so 

they damaged every AU- 190 cabinet found in the 

junk pile of Marblette through their heavy-handed 

use of air hammers. 

Sun., Jul. 18 

Sun., July 25 

Sun., Aug. 15 

Sep. 1, 2, 3 

Sun., Sep. 19 

Sun., Sep 26 

MAARC YOUR CALENDAR 

MAARC monthly meeting at New Hope Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
gymnasium, Burtonsville, MD.; 2:00 p.m. 

Balto. RA TV Society (BRATS) Hamfest, Timonium Fairgrounds, MD 

MAARC monthly meeting at New Hope Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
gymnasium, Burtonsville, MD.; 2:00 p.m. 

AWA National Conference and meet, Henrietta (Rochester), NY 

MAARC monthly meeting at New Hope Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
gymnasium, Burtonsville, MD.; 2:00 p.m. 

Annual "Gaithersburg" hamfest, Bowie Stadium, Bowie, MD. 
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.çgri ciD CLASSIFIES? ADM 1- !D 
Ads free of charge to MAARC members. 

Please, one ad per member per month, limited 
to 100 words. All ads subject to editing. Ads 

will not be repeated unless resubmitted. Send ads 
to editors, whose addresses are on page 2. Usual deadline 

for receipt of ads is the 10th of the preceding month. 
No phoned- in ads, please, but e-mail is welcomed. 

FOR SALE: Photocopies of manuals: Zenith 

Royal 1000-1, AK, Radiola III, 18, 60, 100a, 
Majestic 52 and other radio, tube, test equipment; 

some novelties. LSASE for list. Herman Gross, 
1705 Gordon drive, Kokomo, IN 46902, E-mail: 

w9itt@juno.com 

WANTED: WWII military television receiver, 

camera, and dynamotor with symbols 
CRV, AXT, ATJ, ATK, purchased from Denson 
Electronics; WWII Navy transmitters and 

receivers. Maurice Schechter, 590 Willis 
Avenue, Williston Park, NY 11596, phone/fax: 

(516) 294-4416. 

TRANSISTOR NETWORK. International maga-

zine for transistor collectors; articles, reviews, 
classifieds. Subscribers get a free 50-word ad 
monthly. Subscription: $24.95 U.S. (First Class), 
$34.95 Canada/Mexico (Air), $43.95 Foreign 
(Air). Free sample copy on request. Transistor 

Network, PO Box 43, Dept. M, Live Oak, FL 

32064-0043; FAX: (904)362-1521. 
www.suwanneevalley.nett--rmorison 

FOR SALE: National Radio Institute Model 68 
Tube Tester very good condition with manual, 
make offer; Fisher X-202B Integrated Tube 
Amplifier in good working condition, make offer; 

Conrad Johnson PV9 tube preamplifier (esoteric 

piece), w/ orig, box and manuals, $ 1500. Anthony 
LoGiudice, 12621 Kavanaugh Lane, Bowie, MD 

20715, home (301) 262-8915, work (202) 353-

9538. 

FOR SALE: Hallicrafter S-38C good parts/set, no 
tubes, exc. cabinet, all knobs, $20; RCA Master 
Voltohmist, WV-510A, $45; Simpson 260 VOM, 

$40; Hewlett Packard HP-415B standing wave 
indicator, (untested) $25; Heathkit IG-42 labor-
atory generator, (untested) $30; RCA WR-69A 

TV/FM sweep generator, $30; RCA WC-506A 

transistor/diode checker, $ 18; two used (good) 
CRTs, 8DP4 & 5AQP1A, both $20; Gavin 

UHF/TV converter $20. General Radio 605B 

"Standard" signal generator, untested, wooden 
cabinet, nice old piece, make offer; vintage Guild 

tube radio, "Country Belle", exc. cond., $90; old 

headset (C. Brandes "Superior"), $ 15; dial cord 
stringing guides DC-1 and DC-2 (copies), $ 15; 
Allied 1970, 1971, and Lafayette 1971 catalogs (no 
tears or missing pages), $ 10 each. All items plus 

UPS. Stephen L Bonino, 107 Georgetown Road, 
Glassboro, N. J. 08028; 609-881-0244 email: 

slbon@erols.com 

WANTED: Heathkit GR-11 plastic FM table radio 

in any condition. Andrew Mitz, 4207 Ambler 
Drive, Kensington, MD 20895. (301) 897-5531. 
E-mail: arm@serge.gnode.org. 

WANTED: Cabinet for American Bosch 350, 351, 
or 352, shown on page 117, Blast from the Past. 

FOR SALE: AK 20 big box with battery cable, 
$100.00. Shipping extra. Victor Marett, 3201 

N.W. 18 Street, Miami, FL 33125-1837; (305) 
634-9569. antoniol@gate.net 

FOR SALE/TRADE: Guild roll-top desk hi-fi 

cabinet in nice shape, works but could use 
capacitor work, B/O or trade? NOS mil-surplus 
round meters 100uA @ $4.00. 
WANTED: Information on Japanese Cymotron 
vacuum tubes; information, manuals, lid for SONY 

CRF-320; Kolster type 'D' decrementer parts (the 

meter and detector; need complete chassis and 
speaker for GE K-64; speaker for Philco 70 

Grandfather clock radio; chassis for 'Little Giant' 
mini-cathedral; top front inlay for Zenith 180 
transistor. Michael Crain, 3 Hillside Ave, 

Harveys Lake, PA 18618; (570) 639-2794 
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MORE ADS 

FOR SALE: Homemade galena crystal sets 

and/or parts; also, books, radio parts, etc. L. 
Gardner, 458 Two Mile Creek Road, 
Tonawanda, NY 14150. 

SALE: Many of your old time radio shows are 

available on tape cassettes. You select the shows 
you want and purchase them by the hour. Fast, 
friendly service. Send for our catalog listing over 
5700 shows arranged by category and title; only 
$2.00 postage and handling. Erstwhile Radio, PO 

Box 2284, Peabody, MA 01960. 

WANTED: Radio chassis/speaker for Stewart 
Warner R- 1264A console, or chassis # R126. 

Please help us locate this!! Mr. & Mrs. L. M. 
Page, 4138 North Highway 41, Mullins, SC 

29574-9359; 843-464-6887 
E-mail- Pagehaven@aol.com 

SERVICES: Round GLASS dial covers. Send 
escutcheon - will mount clear glass dome. $25 for 
diameters up to 5", $30 up to 8". Perfect replace-
ment for clock crystals, too! Domi Sanchez, 902 
Orange Drive, Silver Spring, MD 20901; days 
(202) 736-3876. E-mail: radiodomieaol.com  

SERVICES WANTED: Looking for recom-

mendation of qualified and competent service 

person adept at repairing vintage and collectable 

turntables. Referrals convenient to the Baltimore 
area preferred. Steven Hanzlik, 3514 Moultree 

Place, Baltimore, MD 21236; (410) 882-8009. 

SALE: Twenty-five tubes, mostly new in cartons, 
to be sold only as lot, as follows: 8 ea. CV-2325 

valves (G); 2 ea. Sylvania 5933; 2 ea. RCA JAN-
6146W; 2 ea. Marconi JAN-CB0P-4D21; 1 ea. 

Marconi UX22; I ea. JAN-CAHG-5R4WGY; 1 ea. 
6252/AX9910 (Amperex Holland); 1 ea. 165L7 

WG; 1 ea. NR74 Admiralty Patt. Valve; 1 ea. 

Raytheon JAN-6146W; 1 ea. 4313C CV75 
(Holland); 1 ea. GE JAN-6442; 1 ea. Amperex 
JAN-7609 (USA); 1 ea. RCA JAN-2BP1; 1 ea. 

Admiralty Pat. W1301 NR74. All above for $ 100, 
US funds, includes shipping/handling. Will 

consider trade up/down on child's Hopalong 
Cassidy metal radio, working order not paramount, 
or what have you? Ernest D. M. Yeaw, 1128 
Hwy. 6, RR3, Tatamagouche, Nova Scotia, 

Canada BOK IVO; (902) 657-2554. 

SERVICES: Professional restorations for all 
antique table radios, consoles, cathedrals, 

tombstones, battery sets, and communications re-

ceivers. Complete overhauls. Lacquer-sprayed, 
hand-rubbed cabinet refinishing. Reasonable rates. 
Free estimates. UPS/USPS/FEDEX shipments 
accepted. All work guaranteed. Bob Eslinger, 
Antique Radio Restoration and Repair, 20 Gary 
School Road, Pomfret Center, CT 06259. 
Hours: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., Tues.- Sat. phone/FAX: 
(860) 928-2628; 
radiodoc@neca.com. or look at: 
http://www.neca.comí--radiodoc. 

SALE: 125 Sams Photofact sets between 331 and 

2778 ( 1956-1990); four RCA field color TV 
service guides ( 1955-1970); RCA tuner manual 
(1967-1970); TAB RCA color TV service books, 
vols 2 and 4 ( 1969-1973); Zenith CM115, CM116 

color TV manuals; 1967 TV Tech/Matics, vols 1 
and 2 for B&W and color TV ( 1967); Sams 

modular hi-fi components (Pub. MH-145); several 
factory service manuals for Sharp and Hitachi TVs 
and Panasonic PV1270 VCR. This is about 100 
lbs. Of service info. Send $2 for complete listing, 

sold only as lot. Nutmeg Publishers, PO Box 
1204, New London, CT 06320. 

SALE/TRADE: Various manuals for Lafayette, 
Morrow, Harvey Wells, B&K, Conar, B&W, Eico, 

Gonset, Elmac, Johnson, Allied/Knight, Heath, 

Globe/WRL, National, Hammarlund, Hallicrafters, 
Paco, Precision, McMurdo Silver, Millen, 
Echophone, Howard, Swan, Superior, Triplett, 
Simpson, RCA, Subraco, Babcock, Archer/Real-
istic, Davco, Pierson, Poly-comm, Utica, Genave, 

Ameco, Regency, Drake, Moseley, Alliance, Dow-
key, Comcraft, Dentron, EMC, Atlas, Zenith, and 

others. A. J. Bernard, PO Box 690098, Orlando, 
FL 32869-0098; (407) 351-5536. 

SALE: I found a small radio: 3 Bakelite sockets 

for V-99s; xtal detector on front panel; 3 audio 

transformers; 2 3-inch 0-100 dials; rheostat and 2 
jacks on panel, A, B, C connections on rear; nice 

except veneer on front panel loose, $45 plus UPS. 
Ken Flockhart, 425 S. 18th Street, Fort Dodge, 
IA 50501; (515) 573-5477. 
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Last Minute Ads: 

For Sale: Pioneer SA-301 stereo amplifier, nice condition, $50 or interesting trade; Sanyo DCX-2300K 
solid state (IC) AM/FM receiver, 65-W output, nice, $50 or interesting trade; Philips EL- 1617/67, 
#76059, Canadian 5" tape player, looks new but untested, $ 15; dial glass for late 1930s Canadian 
Westinghouse multiband radio (5 bands), glass size 4.25" X 8", excellent condition, $25; Heathkit AJ-53 

hi-fi 4-tube AM tuner in brown crackle-finish cabinet, mint condition, untested, $25; "Trio" Model AF-

350G AM/FM tuner, 7-tube model by American General Trading Co., Ltd., rated 40 W, less cabinet and 
speakers, otherwise good condition, $35. All above in US funds, and add 20% for shipping/handling. 

Ernest D. M. Yeaw, 1128 Hwy 6, RR 3, Tatamagouche, Nova Scotia, Canada BOK 1VO; (902) 657-

2554. 

LoC Needs Cathedral Radio 

Want to see your nice, restored cathedral-style radio on display in the Bob Hope Gallery of American 
Entertainment? The Library of Congress is looking to buy or borrow such a radio for the Bob Hope 

exhibit planned for the new Gallery in Washington. For details, and to arrange a loan or sale call Mike 

Mahon at (202) 707-5698. 

RHS MUSEUM OPENING MAKES NEWS 

Check out the many news clips covering the grand opening of the Radio History Society's Museum of 
Radio and Television on display at the museum in Bowie, MD. The museum had its grand opening on 
June 12th, and it was toured a week later by a Radioactivity - 99 group. It is open every weekend, and 
the admission is free. If you have a rare radio which you'd think would fill a niche in the new museum, 
pay them a visit, and arrange for a loan or gift of your set.. Talk to Charlie Rhodes, phone number on 

page 2. 

From: 

Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club 

do Barry Zimmerman 

5825 Woodwinds Circle 

Frederick, MD 21703-7579 

TO: 111111111/111111111111111111 111111111811111111111811111111118111,11 

Bruce Shetrone 2000-12 
1817 Cremen Rd 
Pasadena MD 21122-3304 

Bulk Rate Mail 

US Postage Paid 

Buckeystown, MD 
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